
Despite constant and clear proof  of  a 
total disregard for environmental pro-
tection and construction regulations, the 
ROK government/corporate collusion 
to build this base contiues regardless of  
the cost in human suffering, corporate 
waste, and environmental destruction.
Last year’s typhoons rendered the poorly 
installed caissons completely worthless, 
causing at least 35 million USD damage. 
With typhoon season again approaching 
and the base not ready to handle it, the 
construction has kicked into high gear 
and it soon became clear that the regular 
disregard for environmental standards 
had increased and needed to be docu-
mented and stopped. 

Dr. Song Kang-Ho and Jesuit Brother 
Park Do-Hyun along with other mem-
bers of  the SOS (Save Our Seas) ocean 

action and environmental monitoring 
group took to the water to document 
these violations and ask the Jeju Island 
government to do it something. It was 
found that the square “frame-type silt 
protector” which is a required  first layer 
of  protection (during dredging) directly 
surrounding a dredging area. These 
should be very lengthy curtains that go 
near the ocean floor or at least 10-20 
m. However it was found that in most 
places there is no curtain at all while in 
others there are torn curtains. This was 
especially outrageous these inside pro-
tectors are often used as an excuse when 
it is pointed out how poorly installed 
and/or non-existent the outside layer 
of  silt protectors surrounding the site 
is. Following this discovery, The coast 
guard and the Island government were 

contacted. The coast guard was even re-
quested numerous times to look togeth-
er at the violations, instead of  following 
and harassing the ocean monitors. Still 
nothing was done.

On July 1st, Dr. Song and Brother Park 
along with another two activists, set out 
in two kayaks for their regular moni-
toring. Again it was requested that the 
coast guard and island government as-
sist in the monitoring and/or do some-
thing about the violations. Once at sea, 
Dr. Song and Brother Park, saw that 
dredging was actively happening and 
that they were once again using the 
square frame silt protector. They once 
again requested assistance from the 
coast guard but were ignored. So they 
took matters into their own hands and 
went inside the construction site to 

check the silt protector frame. As they 
suspected, the dredging was taking place 
at a rapid pace with zero environmental 
protection in place. Suddenly the coast 
guard, who had until this time ignored 
them, arrived and announced that Dr. 
Song and Brother Park were under ar-
rest. Dr. Song explained clearly to them 
what was happening, but it was disre-
garded and the two were forcefully 
placed under arrest. During the violent 
arrest Brother Park’s video camera was 
even broken.

Following their arrest, clear documenta-
tion of  their actions and the construc-
tion violations, as well as the inaction by 
government authorities was presented 
to a judge in an appeal to cancel their 
arrest warrant. The judge disregarded it 
all and they were imprisoned.

arrested for revealing the truth?

Peace tour Moved by gangjeong 
By JT Takagi, Filmaker with Third World Newsreel

I recently traveled through Korea with scholars, artists and filmmakers on a Peace Study tour, a collaboration 
between the Alliance of  Scholars Concerned about Korea (ASCK.org) from the U.S., the Human Rights Founda-
tion, Saram, the Institute for Korean Historical Studies, People’s Solidarity for Participatory Democracy, the May 
18th Memorial Foundation, and the April 9th Unification and Peace Foundation. This on-site study tour examined 
long-hidden tragedies and war crimes - as well as the current legacies of  the unended Korean War. It was organ-
ized because 2013 is the 60th anniversary of  the signing of  the Armistice, to focus attention on finally ending the 
Korean War, and bringing peace to Korea. 

As a Japanese-American filmmaker, who works with ASCK and the National Campaign to End the Korean War, 
I was eager to be part of  this Peace Study tour.   We went from the DMZ to Pyeongtaek, to the Nogun-ri and 
Goechang massacre sites,  Gwangju – and of  course, Jeju Island and Gangjeong village, and learned a great deal, 
both factually and emotionally.  I had heard about Jeju Island for years, and the NY Save Jeju Action Committee 
has held public events featuring Koh Gil-Chun, the Jam Docu films and most recently, Ms. Jeong Young-Hee, 
and we have done protests and creative actions.   The Peace Study Tour went to Jeju because it is so clearly part 
of  the past and present of  the national division and the continuing Korean War – from the April 3rd  Uprising 
and massacre to the current struggle to stop the construction of  the naval base.  As we all know, while the base 
is being built by the South Korean Navy – it’s clearly meant for use by the U.S., and its construction not only 
devastates a unique ecosystem and way of  life, but will increase military tensions and danger for all.  As people 
from the U.S, it was our responsibility to witness and then act upon our return to the states.  Just as important, 
one of  the reasons we wanted to be in Jeju at the end of  our trip – was also the inspiration and example that 
the Gangjeong villagers have provided to the rest of  us.  That despite the lengthy struggle, the painful and often 
demoralizing battles that the villagers have had to endure – they continue their efforts.

seoul exhibition Covers 
seven Years of inspir-
ing gangjeong art 
activism
Since 2007, a new kind of  art 
activism has been growing in 
Gangjeong to peacefully resist 
military threats in Asia and op-
posing the destruction of  ecology 
and community.  In Gangjeong, art 
activists have broken the boundary 
between artist and non-artist. Their 
acts crossed the boundaries of  
so-called art and non-art. In honor 
of  this, an exhibition at the Seoul 
Peace Museum which includes 
photo archives of  art activism 
by domestic and international art 
activists, as well as those who have 
been deported by the South Korean government in relation to the Jeju naval base.

Hyun Ki-Young, a famous Jeju 4·3 uprising and massacre novelist; Koh Gil-Chun, 
a Jeju artist  and one of  the exhibition coordinators; and Jeju law professor, Shin 
Yong-In, who has been working on legislation to designate Jeju the “Life and 
Peace Island”, were all invited speakers during forums held during the exhibit. Fo-
rums were held on July 11, 18 and 22 respectively. The exhibit was planned to end 
on July 26 but has been extended to August 14th due to a strong public response.

after the grand March, join us on august 4, 2013, as we make a 
stand hand in hand and make a human chain around the base site 

and gureombi rock!

gangjeong friends host Pilgrimage Celebration
By Uni

On July 12, 2013, the Gangjeong activist support group, Gangjeong Friends, 
hosted a special event at the Gangjeong Peace Center to celebrate the completion 
of  a 13-day peace pilgrimage around the coast of  Jeju Island. The peace pilgrims 
carried banners and distributed flyers along their walk to promote the 2013 
Gangjeong Grand March for Life and Peace, scheduled for July 29-August 4. It 
was a packed crowd of  villagers and peacekeepers who came out that night to see 
a short video filmed during the pilgrimage and listen to 4 participants (Kim Min-
Suo, Jang Joon-Hu, Yoon Bong-Pal, and Park Han-Al) talk about their experiences 
while everyone shared Pat-Bing-Su, a refreshing ice and red bean dessert. Bu 
Soon-Jung, an active member of  the event organizer, Gangjeong Friends, stated 
that although many say the struggle is over, she feels the struggle is just beginning. 
The coordinator of  the peace pilgrimage, Kim Minsuo, emphasized how impor-
tant he felt it is to keep spreading the word about the struggle, especially outside 
Gangjeong. Walking sometimes for hours under the scorching sun or pouring 
rain, Yoon Bong-Pal shared that it was very encouraging when many supporters 
passing by in cars would offer them cold drinks or raise their hands to show their 
solidarity with Gangjeong village. 
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gangjeong filmmaker, Cho sung-Bong, director of Jeju 4.3 documentary “red hunt”
 is currently finishing up his full-length gangjeong documentary, “gureombi: the Wind is Blowing”. 

In 2010 I swam around Jeju to raise environmental awareness […] Sadly, the 
only clean water i swam through in ALL OF JEJU was at Gangjeong.

[…] You set an example of  sacrifice for many of  us. I was turned away from 
Jeju Island once, if  I can I will try again as soon as possible. I want to learn 

from you all and stand in real solidarity with you all […]

I write this message of  solidarity from Darwin, Australia where local activists 
are beginning to expand their efforts to protest the US deployment of  2,500 
Marines as part of  Obama’s “pivot” into the region...You are not alone […]

[…] By the power of  solidarity, let’s make US bases withdraw from Asia and 
end the ROK-US-Japan military regime!

Bruce K. gagnon, global network against Weapons & nuclear Power in space, us

tarak Kauff, Board of directors, veterans for Peace, us

sherrin hibbard, australia

nagaya Yukiko, Japan

the above are excerpts of just a few of the messages sent from around the world.                                            
for More visit: savejejunow.org

int’l solidarity for the 2013 gangjeong grand March
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oppression on lanyu/Ponso no tao island reminds of need for island solidarity
By Emily Wang

At present day, an island as small as Taiwan owns another island as a colony. It is ‘Lanyu’ or ‘Orchid Island’, off  the 
southeast coast of  Taiwan. The indigenous people of  Lanyu call themselves “Tao”, a small but distinct group—cut off  
from their closest relatives in the Philippines—among Taiwan’s remaining two percent Austronesians in a sea of  Han 
Chinese. Their island “Ponso no Tao,” literally means ‘Homeland of  Tao people’. From generation to generation, the 
Tao people had been practicing their unique oceanic culture in Ponso no Tao without interruption until the colonial 
encounter of  Imperial Japan at the end of  the 19th century and the Chinese Nationalist government after World War II.

The Japanese brought in a small crew of  police from the beginning, and primary schooling for ‘savage children.’ After 
Japan came the Chinese Nationalist government which applied more of  the same colonial policies to the Tao people 
such as the dispossession of  traditional territory in replacement of  the Han culture. In addition, during the 1980s came 
a nuclear waste dump depository, and for this issue, the Tao people’s struggle has continued for more than 30 years. The 
US war, and the military industry complex played an important role of  the economic boom in Japan, Korea and Taiwan. 
The plan for a Nuclear Power Plant came up at that time. No one can deal with the series of  problem from nuclear 
waste, but they can bury and hide the problem in a far island with small people. The government said that we have to 
make our economy competitive! What they didn’t say at the same time is “so let’s victimize another minority, maybe 
another island.” The Jeju Naval Base targeting China and other disputed islands in our region is a typical response as 
well. “It’s for national security.” Yes, including the security of  profits. Someone has to compete economically with China. 
Economic and industrial development backed up by military power has sadly become the requirement. This gave birth to 
Japanese Imperialism and the US imperialism of  today. No one talks about the justice and peace of  our world but only 
the economy. And then, one by one, the islands sank deeper.

If  other islands sink deeper then Taiwan will finally sink altogether. It shows in history that no matter who governs 
Taiwan, it will fail to avoid the impact of  war and receive tthe fruit of  self-governance and democracy. If  only peace can 
become the common way for the islands to walk together, we may then save ourselves together. Then, we, islanders, can 
finally be embraced by the ocean as it neighbors rather than isolated.
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Pictures from life and Peace sweet Potato farm, a 
small peacekeeper organized and run plot of land, 

providing sweet potatos free to the community.

no.

Jeju Prison, 161, Ora-2 dong, Jeju-si, Jeju-do, Korea

Mr. Kim Young-Jae
301no.

Mr. Yang Yoon-Mo

since feb. 1 since april 12

Border islands, Part one 
Excerpted from an article written from prison by Dr. Song Kang-Ho

An island is surrounded by water on all sides, so from the point of  view of  
someone who has only lived on land, it could look isolated. But for island peoples, 
the sea is an open path to the world on all sides. The biggest reason why islands, 
which are open on all sides, become isolated and blocked is because of  arbitrary 
national borders. These borders are mostly near rivers or seas with large land-
masses, big peninsulas, or big islands in the center. With these designs, islands are 
stipulated as land attachments and become border areas, and because of  these 
borders, sea routes become blocked. Then they are forced to rely on and be para-
sitic to the national mainland, which the nation has decided on its own.

We can see well how a nation can destroy the destiny of  an island in looking 
at Aceh, Indonesia. Aceh once controlled the Strait of  Malacca. Located at the 
northern tip of  Sumatra, Aceh was an important port of  call for all kinds of  ships 
coming and going across the Indian Ocean to the China the Sea, just like Singa-
pore nowadays. But since Aceh was annexed by Indonesia, it degenerated into a 
dead-end port at the Northwest border of  Indonesia. All international transit and 
trade have been cut off, leaving it isolated and in decline at the border. I mention 
this to talk about the Aceh’s of  Korea, Japan, and China, which are Jeju, Okinawa 
and Taiwan. 

Jeju and Okinawa, each of  them border islands, are attached to Korea and Japan. 
These island peoples live with a sense of  marginalized identity, looking to or rely-
ing on the land or main island to live. The young, seeking success, want to leave 
their village and to move to the center. People from outside are mostly tourists 
and long-term patient or elderly visitors seeking rest. The populations are continu-
ously decreasing and the labor populations are even more quickly decreasing. This 
is the decline of  free and open islands who become margins through attachment 
to a central government. (…)

Jeju was an open island for trade, not just with the Korean peninsula but also 
the Chinese continent and several islands of  Japan until it was colonized by the 
[Korean] Goryeo Dynasty. Okinawa was also a free island that traded with China, 
Japan, and the [Korean] Joseon Dynasty until its annexation by Japan in the 19th 
Century. These free and independent islands, eventually became colonies and 
border islands by neighboring powers. Both islands also have the same histories 
of  betrayal by the mainland. When Goryeo lost the war with the [Chinese] Yuan 
Dynasty, Jeju was given as a colony as compensation for the war. Okinawa was 
also surrendered to the U.S. when the U.S. demanded space for their military in 
Japan after Japan’s defeat in WW2. (…)

Jeju and Okinawa’s dependent economic structures are deepening through 
tourist business and the military-industrial complex. These are issues that must 
be decided seriously as once settled they are very difficult to change. The once 
independent and free societies of  these two islands have been pushed to collapse 
and degraded to dependent and subordinate islands, and sunk into inferior and 
marginalized societies...(To Be Continued...)

Prisoners of ConsCienCe Please write letters of support to 

435
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Members of timorese human rights groups gatther to  hear stories of gangjeong 
and discuss the movement for inter-island solidarity in asia.

Prisoner updates
There are currently four Gangjeong prisoners who unfortunately cannot join 
the Grand March this year. 

Yang Yoon-Mo, who was directly arrested from court on February 1st of  
this year, started a new trial on June 5. On the second hearing of  that trial 
on July 17 a construction worker more 190 cm in height and 90 kg in weight, 
testified that the small in stature Prof. Yang had assaulted him. It was very 
clear that he was falsely testifying against Prof. Yang. He is currently facing a 
number of  charges, ranging from Obstruction of  Business to Assault. As of  
July 27, he has been in prison 177 days. On March 24, he finished a 52 day 
prison fast.

Kim Young-Jae, who hit his 100th day in prison on July 20, filed for bail but 
it was dismissed by the court, absurdly stating that he is a flight risk. An ap-
peal has been filed. Additionally, he had a trial on July 25 together with Jesuit 
Fr. Kim Seong-Hwan. One of  the police officers who testified in court 
regarding his arrest, stated that he arrested Kim because he did not respond 
to police warnings. However in a video screened for the court of  the April 
12 arrest, he is clearly seen moving away from a truck he was blocking to the 
shoulder of  the road following the police warning. He was then arrested on 
the shoulder of  the road, not while blocking the truck.

Dr. Song Kang-Ho was arrested along with Jesuit Brother Park Do-Hyun on 
July 1st. It is his third imprisonment related to the Gangjeong struggle. After 
Yang Yoon-Mo, he is the most imprisoned of  those struggling to oppose the 
Jeju naval base project. Even though most arrests in Gangjeong have been 
illegal and unreasonable, the arrest of  Song and Park was especially unjust 
as detailed in the headline article of  this months’s issue. Dr. Song is now in a 
private cell in Jeju prison where he writes daily on various subjects.

Br. Park Do-Hyung has also been moved to a private cell after spending 
time in Juvenile cell with youths. In a letter on July 18, he wrote, “My body is 
detained through state power because I acted to be with Gangjeong villagers, 
victims of  state power and to save the life and peace of  Jeju Island. I accept 
this as the will of  God who demands that I should live joyfully in prison 
even though I do not know how long it will be.” Brother Park is also on 
trial. He has been accused with approximately 50 counts of  Obstruction of  
Business, mostly for participating in the daily Catholic mass in front of  the 
construction gates.

trial uPdates for non-Prisoners
Last month, a female activist Jeong Young-Shin was given a suspended sentence 
of  6 months imprisonment with one year probation, while male activist, Kim 
Min-Sou was sentenced to the same but with two years probation. Both were 
charged with Trespassing and Obstruction of  Business. In one of  her trials, 

Choi Sung-Hee was given 
a suspended sentence of  4 
months imprisonment with 
one year probation only for 
one case of  Trespassing on 
June 28th of  last year. Oth-
erwise, two other female ac-
tivists, Kim Min-Kyung and 
Kim Joan were given fines 
of  3 million KRW (Approx. 
$3000 USD) for Obstruc-
tion of  Business. Also a 
villager, Chae Jong-Dae, was 
given a suspended sentence 
of  6 months imprisonment 
with 2 years probation and 
80 days community service 
for Obstruction of  Govern-
mental Affairs.

gangjeong/timor-leste exchange should honor history
By Emily Wang

This July, I visited Timor-Leste where I had been living and serving before coming to 
Jeju. I shared Jeju’s history, Gangjeong’s stories, and a Northeast Asian island history 
as related to our new movement for inter-island solidarity for just peace. Similar to Jeju 
Island, Timor itself  has a sad and complicated history. During my visit, a government 
sponsored group called Jeju Peace Volunteer Corps were having a volunteer program 
in Timor and at the same time, “Group of  People Who Love Jeju” was launched by 
the Korean Embassy in Timor-Leste and the Jeju Island Government. High ranking 
Timorese officials and the volunteers from the Jeju Peace Volunteer Corps were all 
invited. Jeju Pro-Base governor, Woo Keun-Min sent a letter congratulating them on 
this “achievement”.

What? Group of  People Who Love Jeju? I guess I should have joined that group, but 
I got deported! I felt sorry that the Jeju government is using the sad history of  Jeju 
to promote its international exchange program without really considering and caring 
about the history of  Jeju. Everything carries on while ignoring the Gangjeong situa-
tion, repeating the model of  Jeju’s history.

During this visit, I learned from Timorese friends of  a still unproven rumor that the 
U.S. military considered building a military base on Atauro Island, a small island off  
the north coast of  Timor. So far no action has been taken but we were alarmed an 
worried, knowing how many other islands are sinking beneath the weight of  military 
expansion.

As we shared our stories in awkward Tetun, the local language, mixed with EnglishI 
was reminded that peace can only be built through friendships. I am not Korean and I 
am against the (U.S.) base in Jeju, and this lays the responsibility of  inter-island solidar-
ity on me. Jeju governor, Woo Keun-Min, I want to ask you how you will take respon-
sibility in your exchange between Jeju and Timor, for the painful history of  Jeju? But 
first, does it even bring you pain?

Jeju Peace Pilgrimage 
Brings inspiration & re-
news focus
By Kim Min-Suo

In 2010, wearing straw shoes 
and carrying a flag, I left to walk 
a pilgrimage around Jeju Island 
without any plan or budget. I walked 
again in 2011 and now, 2013 is my 

3rd journey. During my 2010 pilgrimage, someone once shouted at me that that I 
was a “red” [communist], threw rice wine in my face and struck me in the cheek. 
But now I feel the Jeju peoples’ reaction has changed over the years. Their eyes of  
fear and prejudice when they saw the yellow “No Naval Base” flag, have changed 
to eyes of  acceptance. It is clear proof  that our work has not been in vain. 

We met again the villagers of  each village and around 8-10 people who I met 
along the way said to me, “I expected you to come this time but it was delayed, 
so I thought you had given up already. It’s nice to see you again.” Four of  those 
people were pro-base supporters. When I heard their words, I felt very shy. I 
realized that whether people are pro-base or anti, both hope we will struggle 
without giving up unitl the end. During this pilgrimage, I had time to look back 
and focus myself  more on peace. In the battlefield, Gangjeong, I used to first 
think of  violence to respond against harsh violence. I hope we can have this 
pilgrimage again next year, in 2014, but all across the entire country of  Korea.
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the Peace Pilgrimage team departs from gangjeong.

MilitarY sYMPosiuM on the island of PeaCe?
The 16th Annual Thesis Symposium on Military Science and Technology was 
held in the Jeju International Convention Center on July 4 and 5. It was co-
sponsored by the  Korea Institution of  Military Science and Technology, Agency 
for Defense Development, and Hanyang University defense research center. Such 
a symposium has been held in Jeju since the of  the conservative government in 
2009. According to their press release, “It will be a site especially for the military-
industrial complex and academic research centers to strengthen themselves 
through organic cooperation relationships.” On exhibtion were all kinds of  crazy 
things and killing machine models, such as the nearly universally banned cluster 
bombs produced by Poongsan and Hanhwa, as well as landmines, drones, military 
satellites, and super future combat costumes created by Samsung Thales. 

The Jeju International Convention Center was established in 2003 through the 
precious donations of  the Jeju Island people who hoped it would help to establish 
Jeju as the hometown of  international peace. These peace lovers are the owners 
of  this building. There should be no more such symposiums of  war profiteering 
in Jeju.
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in response to the unjust arrest 
and imprisonment of Brother Park 
do-hyun and dr. song Kang-ho, 
Catholic activist lee Jong-hwa (dif-
ferent than the recently released 
prisoner of the same name) has 
started a one-person sit-in protest 
in front of the Jeju Courthouse.

409no.

dr. song Kang-ho

since July 1

535no.

Br. Park do-hyun

since July 1
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on July 2nd, members of the right-wing 
vietnam War veterans association, arrived 

for a visit to the base. When met with strong 
protests some of the veterans ran at Mayor 

Kang, pushing him and verbally assaulting him, 
including calling him a “commie” or “red”. 
the people of Jeju have long suffered deep 

violence through government red hunts and 
anti-communist fear mongering


